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(hearts & minds)



Principles of
community
storytelling

Lead with stories of people who are

impacted.

Ensure storytellers have guidance

and support, but that they have full

agency in how their story is shared.

Reach multiple unique platforms with

stories relevant to the platforms'

audience. 

Use data to support the story, but

don't prioritize over the story. People

are moved by stories, but rarely by

numbers. 



Person-first storytelling

Start from a  place of authentic relationships

Offer information about the storytelling process

Be transparent about risks and intentions

Ask about their storytelling preferences

Offer options and supports

Leave the decisions to the storyteller



High impact person-first storytelling

https://crosscut.com/2018/08/affordable-housing-what-cost
https://crosscut.com/2018/12/recent-stumbles-show-seattle-struggles-maintain-affordable-housing


Be strategic about platforms 

Ask who is your audience(s)? And where does

your audience get their information?

You rarely need to place stories in the highest

profile publication, but rather in the

publications that your audiences look to.



Choosing platforms that reach your audience

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=567935630297480
https://www.facebook.com/pablogaviriajournalist/videos/918061158583553/


We reach more communities when
we message on a variety of platforms

with storytellers from different
backgrounds and experiences.  

Media hits
Blogs
Social media
Website

Newsletters
Partner crossposting

Original assets
video
fliers

Tell stories across multiple unique platforms 



Share the story across platforms

https://www.instagram.com/youthhealingproject/
https://beststartsblog.com/2022/05/31/young-people-speaking-up-about-mental-health-george-olebar/
https://www.bskchildcare.org/


Pitching and Placing Stories

What's the hook?
What's the goal? (And make sure
that your goal is clearly
communicated and aligned with
the storyteller's goal.)
Do you have the relevant
materials ready for either the
reporter, the editor, or your own
platform?



What audiences are you trying to
reach?
What do you want your audiences to
know more about your work?
Who are your potential storytellers?

Prompts:

Questions and Ideas!


